SERC Drop-Off Instructions

Day-Of Contact: Tara Sill sillt@si.edu
Drop-off Hours: 8 am - 5 pm

Smithsonian Environmental Research Center
647 Contees Wharf Road, Edgewater, MD 21037

After passing the security kiosk, drive about 3/4 of a mile until you come to an all-way stop sign (this refers to the normal-sized stop sign, not the smaller one for the crosswalk). Turn right. You will come to another all-way stop sign. Continue straight. The Mathias Lab is the large silver building at the end of the circular driveway.

You can temporarily park in the circular driveway. Head up the stairs/ramp and the drop-off coolers are inside the glass doors just to the left of the reception desk. Place your labeled samples in the mini cooler and press the button to let us know they are there.

Don't forget to press the button above the cooler to let us know your samples are there!